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History is a living and inescapable presence in the panoramic stories 
of Allegheny Front, where Matthew Neill Null brings his homeland 
of rural West Virginia vividly to life. In Null’s telescopic narration, 
human and animal populations exist in precarious balance with a 
landscape ravaged by resource exploitation and failed enterprise. 
With haunting lyricism, lush detail, and a keen ear for dialogue, 
Null creates a world simultaneously intimate and epic in scope.

“Within that setting of crags, foreboding forests, and onrushing 
creeks, Null finds poetry and moments that can sometimes bear 
something like grace. . . . Null is a natural writer with much to say.”

—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

“Allegheny Front runs its fingers virtuosically across the keyboard 
of West Virginia’s history, lighting on two centuries’ worth of 
farmers and drovers, hunters and fishermen, scientists, poachers, 
preachers, and criminals. . . . Astonishingly vivid . . . Stories of 
symphonic complexity and power.”

—The Rumpus

“Read Null and recall the fundamental awe of being alive. Beautiful. Haunting. True.”
—T. Geronimo Johnson

“Null knows the long and short of it, and will make its story sing.”
—Salvatore Scibona

“Null is bound to become one of the most admired and influential fiction writers of his generation.”
—Jaimy Gordon

Matthew Neill Null is the author of the novel Honey from the Lion, a 
graduate of the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, and a winner of the PEN/O. 
Henry Award. He now coordinates the writing fellowship at the Fine 
Arts Work Center in Provincetown and divides his time between 
Massachusetts and West Virginia. He recently received the Joseph 
Brodsky Rome Prize from the American Academy of Arts and Letters.

For additional information contact Ariel Lewiton,
Director of Publicity and Marketing,
ariel@sarabandebooks.org
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A Publishers Weekly Best Summer Book of 2016
In Conversation with SAM LIPSYTE

Wednesday, May 9th, at 7pm 
McNally Jackson Books | 52 Prince St, New York, NY 10012

Please join us for the launch of award-winning author Matthew Neill Null’s new 
story collection, Allegheny Front. Sam Lipsyte (celebrated author of The Ask and The 

Fun Parts, among others) will join Null in conversation.
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